UTD 5K Race Team:

Below is the race map for Sunday. Don’t forget the event this year is **not at UTD**! The race will be this Sunday, September 19, at Galatyn Park. Start time is 8:00 AM. The weather is supposed to be sunny.

- Early pickup of bib numbers/chips is this Wednesday and Thursday at Richardson City Hall from 11:00-1:00 each day. **Be sure to have a photo ID with you.** You can only pick up your own packet. Take advantage of early pickup if you can.

- If you can’t pick up your packet early, you can pick it up Sunday morning prior to the race. **Photo ID is needed. Only race bibs are available on race day, no timing chip, so if you are running competitively you must pick up your on an early pickup day.** Arrive early, around 7:00-7:15.

- Parking will be available in the on-site parking garage located at 2300 Performance Drive.

- **Be sure to remove the perforated tag from the bib when you cross the finish line and hand it to one of the people managing the finish, this is how UTD earns their participation points!**

Don’t worry about meeting as a team. There will be too many people to do that. Partner with other UTD runners/walkers that you recognize. If you have time, hang around after you finish the race and cheer in those who follow.

**Results will be released later on Sunday on the City of Richardson Corporate Challenge web site. They will not be posted at the finish. The web site is [www.cor.net/cc/](http://www.cor.net/cc/).**

Competitive team runners will have timing chips for their shoe. Non-competitive team members will only have numbered bibs.

Positioning at the start is important with respect to courtesy. Allow competitive runners to position at the front of the pack near the start line. Slower runners and joggers should be well back and walkers should position themselves in the back of the pack.

Remember that all divisions run in the same race. Not everyone in the race will be a competitor with UTD.

The race starts at the intersection of Performance Drive and Performance Court. The course is new to UTD so I can’t give you a heads up on what to expect as far as hills, etc.

**T-shirts available at MP 3.202J**

If you have any questions, email me direct.

Good Luck!